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Recent searches Definitions Macro: An
automated machine. Subscribe to our
channel: please use one of the
following formats: dd, dm, dd, dm or
dd, dm, dd, dm. It is not allowed to
download the product key until you
received our email. Make sure to
provide the correct email address!#
uncompyle6 version 2.9.10 # Python
bytecode 2.7 (62211) # Decompiled
from: Python 3.6.0b2 (default, Oct 11
2016, 05:27:10) # [GCC 6.2.0
20161005] # Embedded file name:
type_Result.py from types import *
class Result: def __init__(self):
self.__dict__ = { 'success': False,
'values': None, } def get_values(self):
return self.__dict__['values'] def
set_values(self, value):
self.__dict__['values'] = value def
success(self): return
self.__dict__['success'] def _test():
values =
Result().set_values(7).get_values()
print values print Result() print
Result() print Result() print Result()
print Result().success() if __name__
== '__main__': _test()The Heat
recorded its biggest fourth-quarter
comeback of all-time Sunday night,
rolling past the Blazers to end a
13-game losing streak with a 127-116
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victory. With the win, the Heat end
their 2013-14 campaign with a 41-41
record.
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Preventing touch events in
overlapping elements I would like to

prevent touch events from being
registered when another element is
touching it. It would be easy enough
for me to make each element have
some kind of property to say what it
can't interact with, and that's fine. I
wouldn't like to reinvent the wheel

though, and there doesn't seem to be
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any standard way to do it. It seems
that I could just create an element,

disable/disable touch, add the element
as a child to all the other elements,

and then enable/enable touch on the
new element and remove it from the
old. Is this a good enough solution, or
would you suggest something better?
A: I wouldn't like to reinvent the wheel
though, and there doesn't seem to be
any standard way to do it. There is a

way. It's called querySelectorAll, and it
returns a NodeList. A NodeList isn't

like an Array, though, so you won't be
able to control what index you get to.

The NodeList interface, Node, and
QuerySelector method are available in

the standard DOM interface in the
Document and Element classes, but

you can add your own implementation
of these too. I would just create an
element, disable/disable touch, add

the element as a child to all the other
elements, and then enable/enable

touch on the new element and remove
it from the old. This is a bad idea.

You're going to lose events. Would you
suggest something better? There's a
nicer way of doing it: have a hit test
method that determines if the touch

point is over the element (or
elements) that you want to disable,
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and only triggers the event if it isn't.
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